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1. Introduction. In this note we consider a class of matrix functions

associated with finite permutation groups and their representations.

We shall show that, for an extensive class of such functions, equality

of the given function with the determinant in the case of positive

definite hermitian matrices can occur if and only if the matrix is

diagonal. We also partially characterize the case of equality in a more

general class of inequalities [l].

Let G be a finite permutation group acting on Zn= [l, • • ■ , ra]

and let M denote a representation of G as unitary linear operators on

an raz-dimensional unitary space U. Let D be an nXn matrix. We

consider

n

(1) MD= £ M(a)HdtHty,
<tEG t=l

n

(2) dx(D) = tr(MD) = £ xto II d»rt).
<reG t=l

(x denotes the character of M.)

The "determinant" and "permanent" are, of course, special cases

of (1) and (2). It is known that the det TT = per H ii and only if H is

diagonal where H is positive definite hermitian [2]. In general,

(3) dx(H) ^ m det TT

for TT positive semidefinite hermitian.

Inequality (3) is a result of I. Schur [3] and is a special case of an

inequality of M. Marcus [l]:

(4) | (MABx, y)\2 S (Maa.x, x)(MB*By, y)

where A and B are any two ra-square matrices and x and y, any two

vectors in U.

2. Main results. Let / denote the matrix with all entries 1. Then

(5) Mj = £ Miff).
<xeQ
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One may easily verify that Mj (often denoted by TrG) is hermitian

and that Mj=gMj where g is the order of G. Thus Mj has eigenvalues

g or 0.

Theorem 1. Let x and y be any two vectors in Usuch that Mjxt^O and

Mjy^O. If A and B are n-square matrices, then

(6) | (Mabx, y) |2 = iMAA»x, x)iMB*By, y) ^ 0

only if Mjx and Mjy are collinear and the rows of A are equal, up to a

permutation and scalar factors, to the rows of B*. Both sides of (6)

reduce to zero if and only if either A or B* has a zero row.

Theorem 2. If H is positive semidefinite hermitian and xEU

\\x\\ =1, and if Mjx^O, then

(7) det H = (MHx, x) ^ 0

if and only if H is diagonal and nonsingular. Both sides of (7) reduce to

zero if and only if H has a zero row.

Theorem 3. If H is positive semidefinite hermitian and if Mjxj^O

for some unit eigenvector x corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of

MH, then

(8) m det H = dx(H) ^ 0

if and only if H is diagonal and nonsingular. Also m det H = dx(H) =0

if and only if H has a zero row (m is the degree of the representation).

We remark that in the case M(a) = I (as in the case of the per-

manent) MjX = gX9^0 is always satisfied for x?^0 (g is the order of G).

If M(<r)=t(a)I where e(a) is the alternating character then Mj = 0

whenever G contains an odd permutation. Thus Theorems 1-3 apply

to "permanent type" rather than "determinant type" functions.

From Theorem 3, we see that the essential assumption is that the

eigenspace corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of Mh is not a

subspace of the kernel of Mj. In the case of "permanent type" func-

tions, ker Mj= {0} so this condition is always satisfied, but in the

case of the "determinant type" functions, ker Mj = U, the whole

space.

3. Proofs. Let U and V be finite-dimensional unitary spaces.

Denote by W=®nV (dim V = s) the Mth tensor product of V. Let G

and M be as in §1. We define an endomorphism T on U® W by

(9) P =  Z M(a) ® P(a)
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where P(a)(xi® ■ ■ ■ ®xn) = x<r1(i)® • • • ®xa-\n).

One may easily verify that T is hermitian (with respect to (10)

below) and that T2 =gP where g is the order of G. Defining the natural

inner product in U® V by

n

(10) («i <g> xx ® • • • ® x„, u2 ® yi ® • • • ® y„) = («i, w2) II (x(,y«),
<=i

and applying the Schwarz inequality to T(x®v) and T(y®w) where

x, yEU and f, wEW (v=vx® ■ ■ ■ ®v„, w = wx® ■ ■ ■ ®wn) gives

| (T(x ® v), T(y ® w)) |2 g (r(x <g> v), T(x ® v))(T(y ® w), T(y ® w)).

Using the hermitian idempotent properties of T one may obtain in-

equality (4) by letting V=Cn, vx, ■ ■ ■ , vn be the rows of A, and

W], • • • , wn be the rows of B*. For a complete proof see M. Marcus [l].

Thus the problem of determining conditions for equality in (4) is

equivalent to the problem of determining conditions for the collinear-

ity of T(x®v) and T(y®w). Thus we prove the following.

Lemma. If v, w, Mjx, and Mjv are nonzero and

(11) T(x ® v) = kT(y ® w),

then both sides of (11) are nonzero, Mjx and Mjy are collinear, and

there exist constants cx, ■ ■ • , cn and a permutation a such that t\-

= CiW«(i) (v=vx® ■ ■ ■ ®vn, w — wx® ■ ■ ■ ®wn).

Proof. It suffices to prove the Lemma for the case V=C" (C is

the complex numbers) with the standard inner product. Let

d = z® ■ ■ ■ ®z, where z=(zx, ■ ■ ■ , zs) is in C, be in W= ®nV and

consider a ®d in U® W. Then

(T(x ® v), u ® d) = k(T(y ® w), u ® d)

becomes

n n

(12) (Mjx, u) II (»i, 2) = KMjy, u) II (wi, 2)
(=1 <=1

where Pi(z) = IIr=i(l'(> z) and P2(z) = TLt=i(wt> 2) are two nonzero

polynomials (since v^O and wy^O) in zx, ■ ■ ■ , z„. Choosing s such that

Pi (z) 9^0 and P2(z)?^0 and varying u, we see that Mjx and Myy are

collinear. As MjX^O and Mj is hermitian and idempotent, (MJx,x)r£0.

Again, choosing z such that Pi(z)^0 and setting u=x, we see that

both sides of (12) are nonzero (and hence k^O and (Mjy, x)^0).

Finally, fix u=x in (12). Both sides of (12) then represent the fac-
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torization of the same nonzero polynomial into linear factors. This

factorization is unique up to units and order of factors. This completes

the proof of the Lemma.

We remark that if either v = 0 or w = 0, then both sides of (11)

reduce to zero.

To prove Theorem 1 we note that (6) holds if and only if T(x®v)

= k T(y®w)^0 where vi, • • • ,vn are the rows of A and Wi, ■ ■ ■ ,wn

are the rows of B* (s = n in this case). By the remark following the

Lemma, if A or B* has a zero row, then (6) cannot hold. Thus vj^O

and wt^O and from the Lemma Mjx and Mjy are collinear. Also,

there exist constants C\, • • • , c„ and a permutation cr such that

Vi = CiW<,a), i = l, ■ ■ • , m, so the rows of A are equal, up to a permuta-

tion and scalar factors, to the rows of B*. From the Lemma and the

remark following the Lemma, both sides of (6) can reduce to zero

if and only if v = 0 or w = 0 or, in particular, if and only if A or B* has

a zero row.

Theorem 2 follows if we let H = AA* where A is triangular and let

B = In. In this case (4) becomes (letting x=y)

|(M^,x)|2 =    fia,,   IMI2= |det^|2
t— i

= det 77 g (MHx, x)\\x\\

= iMHx, x)

or det 77^ iMux, x). Thus by Theorem 1 if det H= iMHx, x)^0, then

the rows of A must be, up to order and nonzero multiples, the rows of

7n. Since A is triangular, this implies that A and AA*=H are diag-

onal. Conversely, if 27 is diagonal and nonsingular, then Mh

= (det 77)7m so det 27= iMux, x) 9^0. The case m det 27= iMHx, x)=0

also follows immediately from Theorem 1.

To prove Theorem 3, let x be a unit eigenvector corresponding to

the minimum eigenvalue X of MH. Thus (4) becomes det 27 ̂ X and

hence m det 27gtr MH = dxiH). If Mjx^O, then by Theorem 2,

det 27 = X^0 if and only if 27 is diagonal and nonsingular. If m det 27

= tr MH^0, then since X^det 27 we must have X = det 72V 0 and

hence 77 must be diagonal. Conversely, if 77 is diagonal and nonsingu-

lar, then so is Mh with diagonal entries Mh ii, i) — det H, i = l, ■ ■ ■ ,m.

Thus m det 77 = tr Mh^O if and only if 27 is diagonal and nonsingu-

lar. If m det H = tr Mh = 0, then det 77 = X = 0 and 77 has a zero row.

The converse follows immediately.
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